
CALL # AUTHOR TITLE

006.76 BURGE Burge, Stephen Drupal 8 explained 

152.4 KOHN Kohn, Sally The opposite of hate : a field guide to repairing 

our humanity 

303.48 BREMM Bremmer, Ian Us vs. them : the failure of globalism 

305.42 RICHA Richards, Cecile Make trouble : standing up, speaking out, and 

finding the courage to lead 

305.8914 REHMA Rehman, Sabeeha Threading my prayer rug : one woman's journey 

from Pakistani Muslim to American Muslim 

306.0973 BRILL Brill, Steven Tailspin : the people and forces behind America's 

fifty-year fall--and those fighting to reverse it 

306.0973 FALLO Fallows, James Our towns : a 100,000-mile journey into the heart 

of America 

306.8087 MATTL Mattlin, Ben In sickness and in health : love, disability, and a 

quest to understand the perils and pleasures of 

interabled romance 

320.53 ALBRI Albright, Madeleine Fascism : a warning 

327.73 FARRO Farrow, Ronan War on peace : the end of diplomacy and the 

decline of American influence 

330.973 SOWELL Sowell, Thomas Discrimination and disparities 

362.19685 MAILH Mailhot, Terese Heart berries : a memoir 

362.29 SEDER Sederer, Lloyd The addiction solution : treating our dependence 

on opioids and other drugs 

364.1532 KING King, Gilbert Beneath a ruthless sun : a true story of violence, 

race, and justice lost and found 

551 RUSH Rush, Elizabeth Rising : dispatches from the new American shore 

570 THOMA Thomas, Elizabeth The hidden life of life : a walk through the reaches 

of time 

590 COOKE Cooke, Lucy The truth about animals : stoned sloths, lovelorn 

hippos, and other tales from the wild side of 

wildlife 

610 SHAPI Shapiro, Nina Hype : a doctor's guide to medical myths, 

exaggerated claims and bad advice - how to tell 

what's real and what's not 

615 POLLA Pollan, Michael How to change your mind : what the new science 

of psychedelics teaches us about consciousness, 

dying, addiction, depression, and transcendence 

615.8 TAYLO Taylor, Madisyn Unmedicated : the four pillars of natural wellness 

620 WINCH Winchester, Simon The perfectionists : how precision engineers 

created the modern world 

641.563 CAVAL Cavallari, Kristin True roots : a mindful kitchen with more than 100 

recipes free of gluten, dairy, and refined sugar 

641.6548 WEISB Weisblat, Tinky Love, laughter and rhubarb
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712.6 MORRI Morrison, Susan The less is more garden : big ideas for designing 

your small yard 

745.7 HOWAR Howard, Amy Rescue, restore, redecorate : Amy Howard's guide 

to refinishing furniture and accessories 
792.86 NEVEL Nevell, Richard A time to dance : American country dancing from 

hornpipes to hot hash 

796.352 BENED Benedict, Jeff Tiger Woods 

796.43 VOGUE Vogue knitting : the ultimate knitting book 

811 HANNA Hanna, Gabbie Adultolescence

811 SMITH Smith, Tracy Wade in the water : poems 

814.54 THERO Theroux, Paul Figures in a landscape : people and places

817.54 SEDAR Sedaris, David Calypso 

818.54 BERRY Berry, Wendell The world-ending fire : the essential Wendell 

Berry 

818.54 HIAAS Hiaasen, Carl Assume the worst : the graduation speech you'll 

never hear 

822.33 GREEN Greenblatt, Stephen Tyrant : Shakespeare on politics 

917.4 HARRI Harris, Patricia Historic New England : a tour of the region's top 

100 national landmarks 

917.4 YANKE Yankee's New England adventures : over 400 

essential things to see and do 

973 MEACH Meacham, Jon The soul of America : the battle for our better 

angels 

973.932 CHOZI Chozick, Amy Chasing Hillary : ten years, two presidential 

campaigns, and one intact glass ceiling 

973.933 DANGE The dangerous case of Donald Trump : 27 

psychiatrists and mental health experts assess a 

president 

973.933 O'RORK O'Rorke, Terri A presidential aberration

974.1 BASS Bass, Amy One goal : a coach, a team, and the game that 

brought a divided town together 

974.3 BROWN Brown, Richard The last of the hill farms : echoes of Vermont's 

past 

BIOGRAPHY 

CARTER

Eizenstat, Stuart President Carter : the White House years 

BIOGRAPHY 

MCCAIN

McCain, John The restless wave : good times, just causes, great 

fights and other appreciations 


